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tification positively on the basis of an examination under the 

microscope; ~~ 

' What is the next step? 

A I don"t understand the question. - : 

Q atte are . there any other procedures 1 that you . 

might employ to datexnine whether or mt it is identifiable, or 

can be careitiaitehe as having | been fired . Seam that particular 
vate 

veaptn? - Fe | 

Fa ai There is no 10 way « of looking at or examining a. 

bullet to positively deténiine whether it! s identifiable. alL 

you can do is examine it for the presence of any ‘inlcroscopic 

marks which could. possibly be of value. 

ag. All right. then what do you do? 

AW ‘Then you: examine ‘the weapon. 

a How is that conducted? _ 

A Well, you -- first, you would run a patch through: 

the barrel to determine whether or not the weapon had been 

fired since the last Cleaning. 

Then you would generally check it over to see its 

operating condition. | " 

Q What do ypu mean by that? 

A That is to determine whether or not the weapon is 



oe A Sir, I have no opinion. T have no way of know! | Q ali right. -- ORE Stir geen 

"Do you know what the diameter of that bullet i¢? 
A Approximately 263, 

“4 @. Is there any evidentiary purpose that coulq be | 
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served by such a photograph? 

A No, Sir, but again, every piece of ‘evidenss 
this case was photographed. 

Q Yes, I understand that, ae } eg 
I want to show you another photograph 

is that‘the kind of photograph that might be ), Maen 
ing records of a specinen Fecelved? 

Ce Noe by the Par. 
oo g@ Not. by: ‘the FBre way not? oa “y 

oe 
A That's , a very baa Photograph, 

wee he rm mw 

It ine Why do you may that? 

it's too dark,: focus is not good. ‘rt 
Look Like an FBI photograph, 

“a an rights 

a ae Yes, sir. 

2° -@Q 7 No. For the. egcord, 

ated with the assassination of Pr 

and ask, you: 

a preserv- 

<9 dontt ever recall seeing this phote 

te. is not a ‘Photograph assaci~: 

| | 

Lad 

an ee] 
; 

able ‘Photographa. a _ a a at oe (oe You would make comparable Photographs? 
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